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STATEMENT.

As stated by appellant, this is an appeal from an order

refusing to grant an injunction pendente lite.

The complaint alleges that plaintiff was and ever

since the 2Jth day of February, ig02, has been a cor-

poration organized and existing under and by virtue of

the laws' of the State of California, and that said corpo-

ration ever since the month of June, IQOJ, has been en-

gaged in business and authorized to do business in the

District of Alaska. (Paragraph i of Complaint, page

2 of Transcript.)



Further, that by its articles of incorporation, plain-

tiff, the appellant, was and is authorized, among other

things, to own and operate mines and mining claims

in the District of Alaska, to own and appropriate water

and water rights for Private and public use, and to build

canals, ditches, flumes and aqueducts and to lay pipes for

supplying its mines with water and for the general use

of the public in the District of Alaska. (Paragraph 2

of Complaint, page 2 of Transcript.)

Plaintiff, the appellant, alleges in paragraph 4 of its

Complaint, page 3 of Transcript, that ever since the

completion of said ditch, flume and pipe line in the year

IQ03^ plaintiff has continuously used and now uses the

same for conveying waters from said Nome River and

its tributaries for the purpose of working placer mining

claims owned and leased by it and for the purpose of

farming said waters out for hire to be used by other

persons, corporations and the public generally for min-

ing purposes.

Preceding allegation number 4, it is alleged that the

plaintiff, appellant, was at the time of the commence-

ment of the action and at all the times mentioned in the

complaint the owner of and in the possession of and

entitled to the possession of a ditch, flume and pipe line

extending from Nome River to Anvil Creek in the

Cape Nome Precinct, District of Alaska.

Paragraph 5 of the Complaint, page 3 of the Trans-

cript, alleges that since the completion of said ditch,



flume and pipe line in the year IQ03, plaintiff has been

engaged and at the time of the commencement of the

action was carrying and conveying through its ditch,

flume and pipe line the available waters of Nome River

and its tributaries a distance of some thirty miles to

Anvil, Glacier and Dexter Creeks and vicinity, and

that their said waters are used by plaintiff and farmed

out to the public generally.

The plaintiff, appellant herein, further alleges that

the climatic and other conditions in and around that

portion of the District of Alaska wherein plaintiff's

ditch, flume and pipe line is situated, are such that the

lands therein lying are valuable only for mining, and

are useful for no other purpose whatsoever, and mining

is the one, sole, exclusive and only productive industry

in and around the aforesaid portion of the District of

Alaska. (Transcript, page 4.)

Plaintiff, the appellant herein, further alleges that

on the nth day of September, 1905, defendants, their

servants and employees, wrongfully and unlawfully, at

a point on the plaintiff's ditch between Divide Creek

and Dorothy Creek, both tributary to Nome River, by

means of water under pressure above plaintiff's ditch,

washed out, broke and destroyed plaintiff's said ditch

without any right on the part of defendants so to do.

(Transcript, page 4.) Then followed the allegation

that the defendants and their employees had, since the

said date last mentioned, wrongfully, unlawfully and



without right, threatened to again sluice out and wash

out plaintiff's said ditch at the same and other points

between said Divide Creek and Dorothy Creek. (Trans-

cript, page 5.)

Plaintiff, the appellant, further alleges that it was

under contract for the furnishing of water from its said

ditch, flume and pipe line to numerous consumers, and

that it would render itself liable in damages to said

consumers if prevented from obtaining a supply of

water from Nome River through its ditch, and that

it would be prevented from working, sluicing and

bydraulicking the placer mining claims owned and

leased by said plaintiff. (Transcript, page 5.)

Plaintiff, the appellant, also alleges that it would be

damaged in the sum of five thousand dollars per day

for each day that the said alleged injury should be con-

tinued by the defendants. (Transcript, page 5.)

The District Court upon the said complaint and the

affidavit of J. T. Price, granted an ex parte restraining

order against the appellees, the Court providing in the

said order that the said restraining order should con-

tinue in force until the Court should determine whether

or not the plaintiff, the appellant, was entitled to an in-

junction pendente lite. (Pages 8 and 10 of the Trans-

cript.)

Thereafter, on the 27th day of September, 1905, the

motion for hearing upon the application of the plaintiff,



the appellant, for an injunction pendente lite, and the

order to show cause theretofore granted against the de-

fendants, was presented to the Court by the respective

parties.

Thereafter, on the 4th day of November, 1905^ the

Court rendered its opinion and decision denying the

application of the plaintiff, appellant, for an injunction

pendente lite and dissolving the ex parte temporary

restraining order which had already been issued by the

Court. (Transcript, pages 306 and 316.)

Before the hearing upon the application for an in-

junction pendente lite, the plaintiff, appellant, under

the laws of Congress relating to the District of Alaska,

proceeded to take the depositions of the defendants,

appellees, John Jacobsen, John M. May, L. R. Kemp-

ter and M. Spullis. (Transcript, pages 131 to 273.)

These depositions were taken at the request and on

behalf of the plaintiff, the appellant. The appellant,

treating the said defendant witnesses as adverse wit-

nesses, thoroughly cross examined each of them, pro-

ceeding, we assume, under Section 644, page 278, of the

Alaska Code.

These depositions were opened, published and read

in evidence by the plaintiff, the appellant, upon the

request of the attorneys for the plaintiff, the appellant,

as part of the case of the appellant in its application

for an injunction upon the hearing. (Transcript, page

130.)



Upon the day of the hearing the plaintiff, the appel-

lant, offered and read in evidence the complaint filed

in the case together with the affidavit of said Price here-

inbefore referred to and also certain affidavits contained

in Transcript from page ii6 to page 130, all of which

affidavits were evidently made after the depositions of

the aforesaid defendants were taken on behalf of the

plaintiff, or after a large portion of said depositions had

been taken.

The defendants, appellees, in addition to their deposi-

tions taken by the plaintiff, the appellant, filed and used

at the hearing the affidavit of John Jacobsen (Trans-

cript, pages 283 to 290), John M. May (Transcript,

pages 291 to 294), M. Spullis (Transcript, pages 294

to 297), Walter Rassman (Transcript, page 298), a

second affidavit of John Jacobsen (Transcript, pages

299 to 303), and of M. Spullis (Transcript, pages 303

to 305).

The defendants at the time of the hearing objected

to the granting of an injunction pendente lite, based

upon the records, pleadings, affidavits and depositions

taken in the said cause. (Transcript, pages 14 and 15.)

The defendants claimed that the plaintiff, appellant,

constructed its ditch over the mining claims of the ob-

jecting defendants, appellees, while the same were the

property of the defendants, appellees, without proceed-

ings had to condemn a right of way and without agree-



ment, license, or other legal right, and the company's

entry upon and use of objecting appellees' lands was

wrongful and contrary to law, and that it was a tres-

passer upon defendants' domains. See affidavits and

depositions above referred to, which the Court in its

opinion found to be a correct statement of the facts.

(Transcript, page 309.)

The Court also found that the defendants, appellees,

all acquired title to the mining claims involved and

were the owners of the same early in the year 1902, and

that they had been mining on much of said ground since

March 21st, 1902, at different times and for varying

periods; that the plaintiffs ditch was not constructed

through said claims until 1903 ; that the several mining

claims involved had all been prospected and developed

by their owners on a common plan or system; that their

mining operations conducted in the years 1902, 1903,

1904, and 1905, had revealed that their ground was

valuable mining ground, and that it could be operated

under hydraulic pressure with profit to the owners;

that there were large bodies of such gold-bearing gravel

in said claims ; and that they operated said claims by the

use of water under high pressure in the year 1904, and

continued to so operate under a common plan and sys-

tem in 1905, when water was obtainable from the hill-

side above their claims; that the plaintiffs ditch was

constructed through their lands and at the point of the

breach of the ditch without authority or permission of

the defendant owners of said lands and without pro-
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ceedings being begun to condemn the same; and that

the defendants washed away part of plaintiff's ditch on

ground so operated by them according to a common

system and in the usual and ordinary course of their

mining operations and upon lands owned by them. The

Court further found that these facts were not over-

thrown by the evidence for the plaintiff, and that some

of them were by implication admitted. (Transcript,

pages 310 and 311.)

These findings were fully sustained by the depositions

taken by the plaintiff and by the affidavits filed upon the

hearing, and as a matter of fact there w^as no substantial

dispute upon these propositions.

The defendants also claimed that the construction

and maintenance of the ditch of plaintiff would entirely

destroy the value of defendants' mining claims and

permanently prevent them from operating said claims

and from extracting gold therefrom; and that the plain-

tiff's acts in the construction of said ditch and in the

maintenance thereof were practically a confiscation of

the entire mining claims of the said defendants.

Defendants also claimed that the plaintiff was not

attempting to furnish water for the benefit of the pub-

lic, but only for the benefit of itself, either directly or

indirectly. (Affidavits of John Jacobsen and others,

found at pages 283 to 306 of Transcript.)
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ARGUMENT.

Under the undisputed facts, the appellant herein

asked the District Court of Alaska to grant it an in-

junction against the defendants to prevent them from

exercising dominion over mining properties which the

defendants ownf^and to prevent them from working

operating and extracting gold dust from the said min-

ing claims in a proper and convenient manner, the

plaintiff not claiming that it had any license or agree-

ment with the defendants to construct or operate plain-

tiff's ditch over the respective mining properties, and

without having brought any proceeding whatever for

condemnation of the premises sought to be taken and

injured; and without offering compensation. That this

injunction was largely for the purpose of enabling the

plaintiff, appellant, to mine, operate and v/ork its own

claims, see complaint and affidavits filed on behalf of

plaintiff.

This was nc^Dased on any proposition that the appel-

lant was using or intended to use the waters passing

through the ditch for any other purpose than that of

mining, plaintiff evidently proceeding upon the theory

that it had the right to convey water through mining

claims o.wned by others for the purpose of mining its

own properties and those in which it was indirectly

interested, and this, too, even though, as in this case,

it prevented the defendants and others from operating

their own mining claims.
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The injunction is not asked for a stay pending pro-

ceedings in condemnation nor until compensation can

be made. The plaintiff does not offer to make any com-

pensation to the defendants whatsoever; in short, it

stands, so far as the records in this case are concerned, as

a mere naked trespasser. Standing in that position and

in that position alone, it comes into a court of equity and

asks that a court of equity grant an injunction pendente

lite against the owners of the premises against whom it

has trespassed, and asks that the District Court exercise

its discretion and grant it such an injunction. The

District Court, in the exercise of its discretion, refused

to grant injunction. That the District Court is right

and did not abuse its discretion in so acting, would

seem too clear for argument.

I.

The granting or refusal of a preliminary injunction

is a matter so largely within the discretion of the trial

court that it is only in an unusual case that an appellate

court will interfere.

St. Louis & E. R. Co. vs. Bosworth, 73 Fed.

897, 900;

Thompson vs. Nelson, et al., 71 Fed. 339, 341;

Duplex Printing Press Co. vs. Campbell Print-

ing Press etc. Co., 69 Fed. 251
;

James vs. Wild Goose Mining & Trading Co.,

decided by this Court, Feb. 5, 1906, being

case No. 1228.



II

In this case it appears that the Court refused to

enter into the merits of the controversy upon an appeal

from the refusal of the District Court of Alaska to

grant a temporary injunction.

In view of the findings of the judge of the lower

court, who is presumed to know something of the condi-

tions existing upon Seward Peninsula, Alaska, and to

have some knowledge of the character of witnesses and

the evils and benefits that might flow either upon grant-

ing or refusing an injunction pendente lite in this char-

acter of case, this Court, we believe, cannot say that

any abuse of discretion by the lower court was com-

mitted; in fact, so far as public policy is concerned and

the effect upon the mining community in this class of

cases, the Court expressly finds that the interest of the

community and of mining generally would be sub-

served by a refusal to grant such an injunction. (See

Opinion of Court, pages 306, 313, 314 of Transcript.)

The Court, in its opinion, at page 314 of the Trans-

cript says, referring to water rights:

"If these rights spring into existence after rights have

*' become vested in others, the water rights are sub-

" ordinate to the rights of others already vested. Such

" must be the law of Alaska if the resources of the

*^ country are to be developed and the country advanced

" in prosperity."

II.

In view of the opinion of the lower court, it would
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hardly seem necessary to present an argument upon the

general questions; however, we will endeavor briefly to

do so.

In the attitude in which this case is presented by the

record to this Court, the decisions are uniform against

the contentions of appellant.

Jennison vs. Kirk, 98 U. S. Rep. 453;

Noteweare et al. vs. Stearn, i Mont. 311;

Titcomb vs. Kirk, 51 Cal. 288;

Ostrom vs. Sills, 28 Canada S. C. 485;

Woodruff vs. North Bloomfield Gravel Mining

Co., 18 Fed. 803.

III.

Conditions are not such in that part of Alaska in

which these claims are situated that persons live upon

them. It is only during the time when persons are

actually engaged in mining that they are upon the

claims.

Appellant refers to the fact that the defendant May
gave written notice in 1904, notifying plaintiff that he

intended to hydraulic and ground-sluice the ground

upon the claims in which he was interested, and notify-

ing the plaintiff that it should pipe or flume its water

across said ground, and that if it did not, he would not

be responsible for damages that might result to plain-

tiff's ditch.
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We submit that this was entirely an equitable sug-

gestion, was in no way a consent to the maintenance of

the ditch over the ground of the defendants, and said

notice was given by said May within a reasonable time

after he knew that the said ditch had been constructed.

(Deposition of said May, pages 223 to 230 of the Trans-

cript; also depositions of the other defendants taken

at the request of the plaintiff in the same connection.)

In the fall of 1902, in September, the defendant,

Jacobsen, posted a notice upon the Ruby claim notify-

ing all people to keep off the ground, being a notice

usually called in that country a ''Trespass Notice;" and

he did not know of the construction of the ditch until

the fall of 1903. (Transcript pages 185 and 186.)

Notwithstanding these facts, the plaintiff contends

that the desire of defendants to work and operate their

mining properties is solely for the purpose of forcing

the plaintiff to pay the defendants a large sum of

money, apparently as a sort of blackmail.

We do not have time to quote the testimony at length,

but the facts are fully disclosed by the depositions taken

at the request of plaintiff and by the affidavits filed on

behalf of the defendants, the material propositions not

being disputed by the plaintiff.

The only real dispute that the plaintiff attempts to

make is that the mining claims of the defendant are not

valuable for mining purposes, which contention is

directly against the opinion of the District Court and
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against the great weight of the testimony before that

court.

IV.

The plaintiff, at page 4 of Transcript, alleges in its

complaint that the climatic and other conditions in and

around that portion of the District of Alaska, wherein

plaintiff's ditch, flume and pipe line is situated are such

that the lands therein lying are valuable only for min-

ing and are useful for no other purpose whatsoever,

and mining is the one, sole, exclusive and only produc-

tive industry in and around the aforesaid portion of the

District of Alaska.

Yet, the plaintifif asks in efifect that persons owning

mining property situated upon the line of said ditch of

plaintiff be restrained by the court from operating their

mining claims by the extraction of gold therefrom.

Plaintifif knew the conditions as well as the defena-

ants, and without right or license and knowing that

these placer grounds had already been segregated from

the public domain, proceeded to construct its ditch

acioss their premises without any excuse therefor.

Even if defendants had stood by under these circum-

stances, they would not be estopped.

J Farnham on Waters, page 2350.

Even if defendants had granted a parol license, which

is not true, it was subject to be revoked at will.

J Farnham on Waters, section 796, page 2356.
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In the case where a party or corporation is entitled

unquestionably to proceed under the eminent domain

statute, usually the party whose property is sought to be

taken is entitled to an injunction to prevent the taking

until compliance with the eminent domain statute; al-

though the Supreme Court of the United States in a

few exceptional cases has laid down a contrary doctrine.

2 Lewis on Eminent Domain, 2nd Ed., section

632.

While it is true that it has been held that ejectment

will not lie against the party claiming to have the right

to exercise the benefit of the eminent domain statute,

this rule has oniy been applied in exceptional cases,

and in cases where the defendant in some manner, by

express words or implied agreement consented to the

occupation of the premises; and in such cases he has

sometimes been denied the right of injunction and also

the right of maintaining an action of ejectment.

These cases, however, are far from holding that the

trespasser who has gone upon the land of another wi,th-

out right or license can maintain an injunction against

the party injured without himself offering to do equity;

namely, by providing for the compensation of the party

injured..

Pittsburg R. R. Co. vs. Bruce, 102 Pa. St. 35.

Equity certainly will not grant relief to a trespasser

unless he does, or offers to do justice by either making,
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or tendering, or providing in some way for compensa-

tion to the party injured.

We do not discover anything contrary to this prin-

ciple in the case of

Roberts vs. Northern Pacific R. R., 158 U. S. i,

although it denied the right of the party injured in

that case to maintain ejectment.

Nor is there anything in conflict with this position in

the case of

Miocene Ditch Co. vs. Lyng, 138 Fed. 544.

Nor in the case of Clark vs. Nash, 198 U. S. 361.

In fact, under the doctrine laid down in the case of

the Miocene Ditch Co. vs. Lyng, we doubt if the com-

plaint in this case would be sufficient to constitute a

cause of action in an eminent domain proceeding, as-

suming that the complaint alleged the ordinary statu-

tory requisites in such proceeding.

V.

While it is apparent that the plaintiff cannot com-

plain of the refusal of the District Court to grant an

injunction pending the action, e>^en though the plain-

tiff had or has the right of eminent domain, it could

not have the right to take the property of the defend-

ants under the right of eminent domain as prescribed

by the laws of Alaska, or by any other right.
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Section 206, page 396 of Carter's Code of Alaska,

provides that private property may be taken as follov^s:

"(i) All real property belonging to any person.

(2) Lands belonging to the district, or to any pre-

cinct, city, town, village, or other municipal division,

whether incorporated or unincorporated, not appro-

priated to some public use.

(3) Property appropriated to public use ; but such

property must not be taken unless for a more neces-

sary purpose than that to which it has already been

appropriated."

Then follow other subdivisions not necessary to

quote.

Section 207 provides that certain facts must be found

before property can be taken, one of which is found in

subdivision 3 of said section, which provides that if

already appropriated to some public use, the public

use to which it is to be applied is a more necessary

public use.

Now, if the eminent domain statute of Alaska is con-

stitutional, it is upon the theory that the operation of

mining claims and the extraction of gold therefrom is

of a public use and benefit. Manifestly, this must be

true; otherwise, the statute would be in conflict with

the Constitution of the United States.

The District Court finds that the entire properties

and mining claims of the defendants are valuable for
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mining purposes, and can be worked at a profit by a

convenient and proper method.

The overwhelming weight of the testimony in the

case discloses, that these mining properties are extreme-

ly valuable; that the construction and maintenance of

the ditch as it is constructed and maintained entirely

destroys the defendants' dominion and right of mining

and of extracting gold dust from all of the said prop-

erties and many others not mentioned in the complaint;

in fact, absolutely preventing the defendants from

carrying on mining operations upon valuable mining

grounds.

This being true, the defendants having acquired the

mining grounds from the United States long prior to

the construction of the ditch, have the same right to

mine these claims that any other person has to mine any

other claim.

In other words, in view of the findings of the Dis-

trict Court in this case and of the facts, the plaintiff's

contention is, that it has the right of eminent domain

to prevent any other person from mining upon the

line of its ditch except upon those grounds which it

is willing to furnish water to.

It would be a queer construction of the statute that

the Congress intended under the sections above quoted

that one person could absolutely condemn another's

mining claim for mining purposes.
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Uses for a more necessary purpose must mean a use

different from the use of the property which is sought

to be condemned.

Says the statute, if already appropriated to a public

use, ^^that the public use to which it is to be applied

is a more necessary public use." Plaintiffs contention

seems to be that mining upon Anvil Creek and Glacier

Creek and in that section is a more necessary public

use than mining at the place where these defendants'

claims are situated.

The doctrine of eminent domain, of course, expands

as public necessity arises, but it is not probable that any

court will ever construe it so as to give a right to one

person to take the property of another to use it for the

same identical purpose that the latter party was using

it for. /?

Under statutes, one railroad company may condemn

a right of way across the tracks of another company; it

may in some instances condemn a right of way for the

use of another's tracks through canyons, defiles and nar-

row passes; but it certainly never will be held that one

railroad company could condemn the entire trackage of

another company simply to substitute itself in place of

the other company.

This case, as disclosed by the findings of the District

Court amply supported by the affidavits and testimony,

is in a similar situation.
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VI.

The arguments of appellant seem to be based upon

the proposition that all of the statements made by it in

its affidavits should be taken as true.

Just why the Court is compelled to believe the affida-

vits filed on behalf of a party litigant is not disclosed.

In this case the only testimony on behalf of the appel-

lant w^as in the form of ex parte affidavits excepting the

depositions of the defendants taken by the plaintiff in

which the plaintiff had the right to cross examine the

said defendants. The defendants submitted themselves

to a thorough and complete examination by the adverse

party through its attorney.

The defendants' case is supported not only by the

affidavits of various parties, but by the depositions of

various defendants taken at the request of plaintiff.

Such evidence is of much greater value than that of

affidavits made and filed ex parte without opportunity

of cross examination.

Pittsburg's Appeal, 79 Pa. St. 317, 323;

State vs. Mickle, 70 Pac. Rep. 856;

Hat Sweat Mfg. Co. vs. Davis Sewing Mach.

Co., 32 Fed. 401, 404.

Again, in this case, the plaintiff alleges in its com-

plaint that it would be damaged to the extent of $5000

a day if an injunction was not issued. However, in its
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motion to have advanced this case upon the calendar

of this Court, Mr. Deleray makes an affidavit that the

damages of delay in the operation of plaintiff's ditch

would be about $1000 per day. (See Motion to Ad-

vance Case on Calendar.)

By plaintiff's complaint it would appear that the de-

fendants maliciously cut the ditch of plaintiff. It

would also appear from said complaint that defendants

were mere intruders, acting without any claim of right.

The actual testimony in the matter discloses the true

facts, which the District Court found.

An apparent effort was made in the District Court

by plaintiff to create the impression that the defend-

ants, or some of them, had cut plaintiff's ditch in a

surreptitious manner, while the actual fact disclosed

that the cutting of the ditch was solely in the operation

of the defendants' mining claims at the only time that

they could be operated, to wit, at the time that they, the

defendants, could obtain v^ater.

The plaintiff also seeks to make much of the proposi-

tion that one of the defendants, Jacobsen, offered to set-

tle for certain of the mining claims involved for the sum

of $7:;oo. Mr. Jacobsen fully explains this matter upon

examination by adverse counsel. He shows conclu-

sively upon his examination that such offer was made

only by way of compromise, and that it only involved

a portion of the said claims; and that he made such
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offer after being solicited by a supposed friend, who

actually represented the plaintiff.

VII.

Plaintiff in the court below insisted that because the

defendant John Jacobsen, a short time before the bring-

ing of this action, had given a receipt to plaintiff in full

of all claims and demands, Jacobsen and all the other

defendants were bound thereby.

The facts were that a short time before this receipt

was given, the plaintiff had in the operation of its ditch

injured and damaged a part of the defendants in the

operation of a portion of the mining claims, and the

money was paid to reimburse Jacobsen and one or two

of the other defendants for their loss, occasioned by the

flooding of their works from the ditch of plaintiff.

The subject matter of this receipt is fully explained

by the defendant Jacobsen and one or two of the other

defendants in their depositions upon examination by the

plaintiff.

This testimony clearly discloses that the receipt was

only intended to relate to a particular subject matter,

and it had no relation whatever or connection with the

matter in dispute in this case.

Counsel for appellant insists that a receipt cannot be

explained by parol evidence. There was no dispute as

to the facts, but appellant practically relies upon the
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proposition that what was intended to be included in a

receipt cannot be explained by parol testimony. The

law, as we understand it, is directiy to the contrary.

/ Elliott on Evidence, Section 617 and authori-

ties there cited.

VIII.

As to the Moonshine placer claim, which was located

after the construction of plaintiff's ditch, there was no

contest in the court below.

The defendant Rassman, who was the owner of said

claim, denied that he had been operating the same, and

that he had made any threats to interfere in any way

with the said ditch of plaintiff. (See Transcript, page

298.)

The other defendants were in no way connected with

the said Moonshine claim, and denied that they had

any intention of working or operating the same, which

fact is undisputed.

So this particular claim does not actually figure in

the case ; except, as a matter of costs, as to Rassman, it

would make no difference whatever whether the injunc-

tion was granted or not. In any event, he has never

attempted to work, or threatened to work it or interfere

with plaintiff's ditch on this particular mining claim.

This being undisputed, was sufficient to justify the

refusal to grant the temporary or any injunction against

him.
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IX.

The defendants further stated in their affidavits that

the plaintiff corporation had not been engaged in sell-

ing water to the public generally; but, on the contrary,

that the plaintiff had been engaged in using water from

its said ditch on its own mining ground on Glacier

Creek and upon the Price claim, which was operated

under lease, and of disposing of water to the Pioneer

Mining Company, a corporation which was the owner

of a large part of the capital stock of the plaintiff; and

that in effect it was only operating upon such claim.s

as the plaintiff itself was interested in either directly or

indirectly.

Furthermore, the defendants at the time of the hear-

ing challenged the plaintiff to produce a list of the

individual miners who had purchased water from it

during the season of 1905, aside from the persons di-

rectly or indirectly interested with the plaintiff.

In short, the plaintiff was not furnishing water to

the public generally, but solely for the benefit of de-

fendants and those persons interested with it. (Affida-

vit of Jacobsen, pages 290 to 303 of Transcript.)

A careful reading of the complaint and the affidavits

filed on behalf of the plaintiff substantiates this theory.

X.

We fail to grasp the legal proposition involved in

the conclusion of the argument for appellant.
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The appellant nowhere attacks the fact that the de-

fendants did stake and locate their claims in accordance

with the law of the United States. Willow trees and

stakes are the only kind of monuments that can possibly

be used in the greater part of Sewards Peninsula.

A reference to the cases which have been appealed to

this Court will disclose the usual method and manner

of marking location claims in that section of Alaska.

It is not apparent that the owners of various mining

claims, no matter whether such owners be poor or rich,

should be deprived of their right to operate their re-

spective claims even as against a corporation which

assumes that the right to mine belongs to itself exclu-

sively.

It is hard to appreciate that because the plaintiff has

spent two hundred thousand, three hundred thousand

or four hundred thousand dollars in constructing a

ditch, that it thereby has the right to say that it has the

exclusive right of mining against the hundreds of in-

dividual persons who also desire to maintain claims

which they deem valuable and which in most instances

are valuable.

The miner does not understand how it can be possible

that some other person can destroy his property simply

for the purpose of enabling the other person to mine

himself. In this the miner's view is consistent with the

legal view.
j
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Again we say, if mining is a public use, then under

the findings of the District Court these defendants were

engaged in that kind of a use, and that that right cannot

be taken away from them or from others engaged in

similar pursuits except for some necessarily greater

public use than mining .

I Lewis Eminent Domain, Section 276 and note

thereto a;nd cases cited.

Montana C. R. Co. vs. H. & R. M. R. Co., 6

Mont. 416, 423.

XI.

We call the Court's attention to the fact that under

the eminent domain statute of Alaska, condemnation

could only be had in such manner as to do the least

possible injury to the other party.

In this case it is apparent that even if the plaintiff had

the right of condemnation, it could have flumed across

the said mining claims in such manner that they still

could be operated.

We also call the attention of the Court to the fact

that the mining claims described in the complaint are

not the only ones affected by the said ditch, but other

claims belonging to some of these defendants situated

above the lands of the claims described and adjoining

the same are to be mined in the same way, as shown in

the testimony of the defendants.
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We respectfully submit that the District Court of

Alaska did not abuse its discretion in denying the in-

junction pendente lite, and that its order should be

affirmed.

*

P. C. Sullivan,

Attorney for Appellees.

W. A. GiLMORE,

Of Counsel.




